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Welcome to this, the first annual report 
of the ICO. Now in our thirteenth year, 
this is the first time we have published a 
report like this, a celebration of all that’s 
great in the UK independent exhibition 
sector. We believe that everyone 
should have access to cinema that 
nourishes the soul and changes lives. 
To do this, we aim to provide a truly 
national and individual service to all 
exhibitors wherever they work and 
whatever their size. Our goal is to 
provide a one-stop shop for exhibitors, 
a vertically integrated service where 
we can offer advice and information to 
deliver audiences for the best in world 
cinema. Our portfolio of activity is 
incredibly diverse – from distributing 
classic films, to providing large-
scale events for national exhibitors, 
to delivering international training 
courses, bespoke one-to-one 

consultancies and from running the 
first national trainee scheme across 
Exhibition, Distribution and Sales, 
to offering advice to community 
organisations in London boroughs. I 
believe we deliver a tremendous, cost-
effective resource that is designed to 
ensure that wherever you live in the 
UK you will have the same access to 
the collective experience of cinema 
as inhabitants of the capital. We could 
not do any of this without our partners: 
funding bodies (particularly the BFI 
who have supported our work since our 
inception), distributors, other cultural 
and creative organisations, and of course, 
exhibitors themselves, especially those 
within the new Film Audience Network. 
This report is a thank you to them and a 
celebration of all of our combined efforts 
in bringing the best of world cinema 
to audiences across the UK.

We believe that everyone 
should have access to cinema 

that nourishes the soul and 
changes lives

Catharine Des Forges

Director
Independent Cinema Office

Michael Kuhn

Chair of Trustees, 
Independent Cinema Office
Director, Qwerty Films

Introductions

It’s a pleasure to look back on the 
distance the ICO has come since 
they started thirteen years ago, and 
the scale of work they’re doing. As 
a producer, I know that films live 
or die on the strength of the places 
they are shown in. The ICO has 
championed extraordinary film work, 
but it also makes the work of film an 
inspiration for people who engage 
with them. It remains an urgent 
challenge to support cinemas in 
underserved parts of the country and 
to help spread access to films on big 
screens. ICO’s ambitions now include 
spreading the love of film through 
a large range of initiatives and it 
is exciting to see these bear fruit.
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Programming 

The ICO works with cinemas across the country to show diverse programmes, 
so audiences can see films from around the world wherever they live. We 
help cinemas to develop new audiences and to be economically sustainable. 
With our programming advisory service, our goal is to balance the latest 
blockbusters with films that demand exposure and care, including arthouse 
releases, archive content and artists’ moving image work. The ICO works in 
partnership with 21 cinemas, mixed arts venues and Borderlines, the UK’s 
6th largest film festival to help them create unique, commercially viable film 
programmes that appeal to the most diverse possible range of local audiences.

ICO is one of the first and largest 
programming networks of its kind 
anywhere in the world and has been 
invited to present its model from 
Colombia to Sweden (where we are 
being replicated by a local network) 
and all over the world. As a cultural 
charity, without shareholders or 
corporate parent companies, the ICO 
is in a truly unique position, trusted by 
cinemas and distributors alike to work, 
not just for itself, but impartially for the 
benefit of cinemas, distributors and UK 
film culture as a whole.

We act as programme advisors for some 
of the UK’s largest independent cinemas, 
like Watershed in Bristol and Broadway 
in Nottingham, and we also bring a rich 
and diverse selection of films to mixed 
arts venues to complement their artistic 
programmes, like the Pomegranate Theatre 
in Chesterfield or JW3 in London.

From 2003 to March 2015 the ICO has 
programmed 34,220 films, to audiences 
of over 8.3 million people, grossing 
£41 million at the box office.

ICO provides an invaluable service 
for independent cinemas. They are 
a one-stop shop into the film world 
with great contacts in distribution, 
archives, festivals and film agencies. 
Most of all though their staff provide 
excellent, up-to-date, critically 
informed opinions which help 
inform your own decision making.

— Mark Cosgrove, 
Cinema Curator, Watershed 

ICO provides us with enthusiastic 
and knowledgeable access to a 
range of the UK’s best arthouse and 
community cinemas. They don’t just 
give our releases a cultural impetus – 
they deliver financial value too, with 
ICO sites capturing an impressive 
7% box office market share across 
Metrodome new releases this year.

— Damian Spandley,  
Head of Theatrical, TV & New Media 
Sales, Metrodome

960,000
IN 2014-15, ICO CINEMAS HAD A 
TOTAL OF OVER 960,000 ADMISSIONS 
AND TOTAL BOX OFFICE OF £5.4 MILLION.

1,026 
ACROSS THE ICO PROGRAMMING 
NETWORK WE SCREENED 1,026 
DIFFERENT FILMS FROM 63 
COUNTRIES IN 2014-15.

ICO PROGRAMMING 
NETWORK
1. Barn Cinema, Totnes

2. Borderlines Film Festival,  
Herefordshire & Shropshire

3. Broadway, Nottingham

4. QUAD, Derby

5. Forum Cinema, Northampton

6. Galeri, Caernarfon

7. Gulbenkian Cinema, Canterbury

8. Hebden Bridge Picture House

9. JW3, London

10. Ludlow Assembly Rooms

11. mac, Birmingham  

12. Malvern Theatres

13. Penarth Pier Pavilion Cinema

14. Phoenix, Leicester

15. Pomegranate Theatre, Chesterfield

16. Saffron Screen, Saffron Walden

17. Showroom Workstation, Sheffield

18. Stoke Film Theatre, Stoke-on-Trent

19. Strode Theatre, Street

20. The Maltings, Berwick-upon-Tweed

21. Watershed, Bristol

BIGGEST TITLES
HERE ARE SOME OF THE BIGGEST  
TITLES ACROSS THE ICO PROGRAMMING 
NETWORK OVER 2014-15

TOP TEN FOREIGN LANGUAGE FILMS

1. The Lunchbox

2. Two Days, One Night

3. The Wind Rises

4. The 100 Year-Old-Man Who Climbed Out 
of the Window and Disappeared

5. Ida

6. Mood Indigo

7. Leviathan

8. Wild Tales

9. Before the Winter Chill

10. We Are the Best!

TOP TEN DOCUMENTARY FILMS

1. 20,000 Days on Earth

2. Pulp: A Film About Life, Death 
and Supermarkets

3. Finding Vivian Maier

4. Hockney

5. Pantani: The Accidental Death of a Cyclist

6. 20 Feet from Stardom

7. Finding Fela

8. Nas: Time Is Illmatic

9. Citizenfour

10. Night Will Fall



SALT OF THE EARTH DANCING IN JAFFA SELMA DARK HORSE THE TRACKER

TOP FIVE FILMS BY AUDIENCE APPROVAL AT BORDERLINES 2015
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Case Study
Northern Soul

At the ICO, we know the importance 
of developing audiences, taking risks 
in programming, and attracting groups 
outside of the conventional cinema 
audience. Our support of Munro Films’ 
Northern Soul release is a prime example 
of our commitment to making sure we 
bring successful and unconventional films 
to our venues. A drama about two young 
men who discover the transformative 
power of American soul music in 1970s 
Lancashire, we felt there was a strong 
niche audience for the film, especially in 
the north of England. We recommended 
larger ICO client venues to show the film in 
its week of release and expected modest 
but healthy returns. It was fortunate we 
had already seen the film and were in a 

position to gauge its possible success. 
Thanks in no small part to the energy of 
the film’s makers, who flyposted locally 
near cinemas playing the film, and the 
energy of distributor Munro Films, the 
film became a palpable hit. The opening 
weekend numbers at our sites took us all 
by surprise and the film was a genuine 
success. Having been more cautious, 
most other cinema chains were forced 
to play catch-up and hurriedly expand 
their bookings. It was a real pleasure to 
see this small film with limited marketing 
spend achieve figures many times higher 
than industry expectations, driven by 
a non-film audience of music fans. It is 
stories like this that make programming 
at the ICO a privilege and a pleasure. 

£279,000
NORTHERN SOUL’S OPENING WEEKEND 
EARNED £279,000, OF WHICH ALMOST 
A QUARTER CAME FROM ICO SITES 
WITH ICO THEATRICAL GROSS ENDING 
UP AT £85,000.

Case Study
ICO and Borderlines Film Festival 2015

For the third year running, the ICO 
programmed the Borderlines Film 
Festival, the UK’s biggest rural film 
festival. Over 17 days at over 25 venues in 
Herefordshire and Shropshire (including 
a bookshop cinema, a church, a swathe 
of village halls and the Baskerville Hall 
Hotel, a haunt of Arthur Conan Doyle!) 
the Festival gives a growing audience 
access to the best world cinema. The 
Festival is crucial in these counties, 
where there is no full-time independent 
cinema. The 2014 edition (programmed 
by the ICO) achieved record admissions 
of over 19,000, making it the sixth best 
attended film festival in the UK, the only 
festival not to have an urban centre to 
pull its audience from.

The 2015 edition offered two-festivals-
in-one with the introduction of a 
re-booted Festival of British Cinema 
at Hay-on-Wye, alongside the original 
Borderlines Film Festival. The newly 
re-presented Festival of British Cinema 
is, remarkably, the only film festival in 
the UK dedicated to British film, and this 
year was its most culturally ambitious 
programme yet. The 2015 edition of 
Borderlines featured 57 feature films 
and film events, bringing talent 
like actor Toby Jones, Still Life 
director Uberto Pasolini, silent film 
accompanist Stephen Horne and an 
unprecedented eighteen previews 
of upcoming major arthouse releases.

ICO programming has changed 
the nature of Borderlines, racking 
up the stakes for this rural film 
festival so that it can compete with 
metropolitan equivalents in terms 
of the freshness and variety of what 
it can offer its audiences. And those 
audiences, living in one of the most 
isolated and under-populated 
parts of the country, show their 
full appreciation.

— Jo Comino 
Marketing Manager 
Borderlines Film Festival
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Training

It’s a big part of the ICO’s ethos to help build the skills and capacity of the 
independent exhibition sector. The ICO is known throughout the film industry 
for delivering unique high-standard professional training courses for staff of 
independent cinemas, film festivals and film societies. We believe training 
to be an essential part of running vibrant and successful cinemas, building 
creative and economically sustainable businesses to ensure the future of 
the exhibition sector.

Our courses range from offering bespoke 
advice and project development support 
to larger scale workshops that promote 
the sharing of best practice, motivational 
case studies and knowledge swapping 
between different venues. Training offers 
a vital opportunity for participants to 
step outside their venues and meet other 
professionals facing similar challenges. 
The ICO also acts as an advocate for 
the independent exhibition sector by 
attending the Creative Skillset Film 
Skills Strategy Board and ensuring the 
skills and development needs of the 
independent sector are represented.

The ICO’s training team of three 
dedicated staff run courses around 
the UK and internationally on topics 
ranging from audience development 
to management skills and everything 
in between. Wherever possible, we 
secure funding to keep the course fees 
low and to offer travel, childcare and 
accommodation bursaries to attendees 
who would otherwise struggle to attend.

I think I have developed a 
really good understanding of 
how the film industry works in 
all its stages from production and 
sales right through to exhibition. 
Through my placement I’ve got 
some really good hands on 
experience of both film sales 
and film distribution.

— Trainee

1,500
SINCE 2003, WE HAVE TRAINED OVER 
1,500 PEOPLE FROM MORE THAN 900 
ORGANISATIONS IN 40 COUNTRIES.

FEDS
Film Exhibition, Distribution and Sales Traineeship  
January – October 2015

Only 4.5% of the UK film workforce 
are from black, Asian and minority 
ethnic backgrounds (and just 3% within 
exhibition specifically), and only 4% 
of women occupy CEO and director 
level roles in film exhibition. To address 
this and other failures of diversity and 
representation, the ICO launched a cross-
sector traineeship scheme that aims 
to give talented new entrants a golden 
opportunity to put their best foot forward 
in the film industry. 

The objective of the UK-wide scheme was 
to provide the best possible platform for 
the participants to gain valuable work 
experience and industry knowledge to 
improve their chances of joining the film 
workforce. Fifteen trainees undertook a 
nine month long office-based placement 
in film exhibition, distribution and films 
sales host organisations across the 
UK, including Broadway (Nottingham), 
Sheffield Doc/Fest, Twentieth Century 
Fox, Soda Pictures, Protagonist Pictures, 
Dogwoof and BFI London Film Festival.

As well as gaining paid (London Living 
Wage) experience of working in the film 
industry, the placement was enhanced 

by fortnightly classroom-based learning 
taught by top industry practitioners that 
offered an overview of the film industry 
and employability skills workshops. The 
trainees learned about film programming 
from Vue (as well as from ICO 
programmers); script editing; developing 
a career plan; distribution release 
strategies from Lionsgate and Dogwoof; 
marketing, publicity and networking. 
Trainees were further supported through 
individual coaching sessions with an 
accredited professional coach to set 
career goals, discuss ambitions and 
improve employability. They also got 
access to visits to the British Board of Film 
Classification, Regent Street Cinema and 
a three day professional trip to Edinburgh 
International Film Festival complete 
with networking, industry events 
and screenings.

OVER 50%
AS OF NOVEMBER 2015 OVER 50% 
OF TRAINEEES FROM THE 2015 
SCHEME HAVE NOW SECURED 
EMPLOYMENT IN THE FILM INDUSTRY.

93%
370 APPLICATIONS WERE RECEIVED 
WHEN THE SCHEME WAS LAUNCHED 
IN NOVEMBER 2014 AND OF THE 15 
SUCCESSFUL APPLICANTS 93% ARE 
FEMALE, 6% DECLARED A DISABILITY 
AND 73% IDENTIFIED HAVING A 
BAME BACKGROUND.

The FEDS traineeship scheme has 
been a truly enriching experience, 
coming from a non-film background, 
therefore I would say all the things 
I have learnt have been key and 
relevant to my A-Z crash course in 
joining the film industry!

— FEDS Trainee



TECHNICAL SKILLS VISITS HELPED WITH

CREATING DCPS 5%

TRAINING STAFF 21%

OUTDOOR SCREENINGS 7%

ADVICE ON UPGRADING KIT & 
MAINTENANCE 39%

FESTIVAL SCREENINGS 5%

IMPROVING SOUND QUALITY 14%

LIVE EVENT CINEMA 9%

Technical Skills
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Cultural Cinema Exhibition
Cultural Cinema Exhibition has become 
the ICO’s flagship course and the industry 
standard for people looking for a career 
in film exhibition, training nearly 200 
film programmers and professionals 
over its decade-plus existence. With 
Cultural Cinema Exhibition, our aim is 
to equip people with the skills needed to 
build an efficient, diverse and sustainable 
independent exhibition sector. The course 
has established itself as an essential 
course for anyone who wants to take his 
or her career in cultural cinema to the 
next level. Its alumni have gone on to gain 
top jobs at the BFI, Picturehouse, Curzon 
Cinemas, Soda Pictures, Watershed, the 
Barbican and film festivals around the 
world. Previous participants have also 
started their own venues, film clubs or 
cultural cinema organisations.

The topics we cover in Cultural Cinema 
Exhibition reflect the areas we think should 
be shaping the future of independent 
exhibition. Across the eight days of the 2015 
edition participants learned through case 

studies, practical group workshops, panel 
discussions, film screenings, networking 
and one-to-one follow-up sessions, how to:

 - Build a rich and diverse 
film programme

 - Increase access for young people, 
children, disabled and ethnically 
diverse audiences

 - Develop programming and marketing 
strategies for international cinema 

 - Create an audience for archive film

 - Make the most of event cinema and

 - Bring artists’ moving image into 
their programmes

The course was taught by a team of over 
30 inspiring guest speakers working at the 
forefront of the film industry including —
as a testament to the legacy of the course 
— Cultural Cinema Exhibition alumni. 

PAST PARTICIPANTS FROM CULTURAL 
CINEMA EXHIBITION NOW HOLD SENIOR 
ROLES IN THESE INSTITUTIONS: BFI, 
BARBICAN, CURZON, PICTUREHOUSE, 
SODA PICTURES, WATERSHED, BRITISH 
COUNCIL, DISCOVERY FILM FESTIVAL, 
SCALARAMA, LONDON FILM FESTIVAL, 
FLATPACK FILM FESTIVAL, TYNESIDE 
CINEMA, LONDON SHORT FILM FESTIVAL.

It is fantastic. Thank you so much 
for doing it, it is a great use of 
funding because it builds skills 
and networks both of which will 
make the sector stronger and 
more resilient.

— Lis Spencer 
Strategic Development Manager,  
Film Hub South East (CCE 2015)

Film Audience Network
In 2014 we were selected as the Strategic 
Partners for training for the BFI’s Film 
Audience Network (FAN), working in 
partnership with the newly formed 
network’s Hub Lead Organisations. 
Among the training activity supported 
by FAN are Technical Skills and REACH: 
Strategic Audience Development.

Technical Skills
The digital revolution has made it 
possible for almost any space to 
become a cinema, but this is not without 
challenges. We wanted to offer impartial, 
low cost, expert advice, delivered on 
site, and drew on an army of skilled 
technicians and projectionists across the 
UK to deliver it. Technical Skills for Digital 
Exhibition is a scheme for nationwide 
technical training and skills development 
delivered locally by expert Technical 
Ambassadors (TAs). Since July 2014, 

22 technical experts in digital exhibition 
have been recruited from the nine Hub 
regions and 47 site visits have taken 
place. The TAs have visited organisations 
giving advice on sound; digital projection; 
lighting; outdoor screenings; making the 
best use of space and access for hearing 
impaired patrons.

The case study findings and 
recommendations from the TA visits have 
formed an online technical skills resource 

that is a comprehensive guide to current 
and future exhibitors’ technical and 
presentation needs and leaves a 
valuable legacy beyond the training. 
We also used the opportunity of having 
technical experts together to network 
and keep them ahead of the pack, with 
forums exploring the future of cinema 
technology with UK industry leaders, 
through a series of presentations and 
seminars tailored to their advanced 
skill levels.
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REACH
September 2014-January 2015

Building new audiences and growing 
existing ones is at the heart of a 
sustainable exhibition sector but 
without an audience development 
strategy, progress is impossible. REACH 
was a workshop driven, project-based 
training programme for independent 
film exhibitors. Eighteen participants 
from mixed arts organisations and 
cinemas from the nine Hub regions 
devised pilot projects for growing 
audiences with clear goals. 

Workshops, presentations and case 
studies helped participants develop 
a greater understanding of their 
organisation and the current cinema 
audience landscape. Participants 
were given an online platform to use 
as an informal collaboration space 
throughout, sharing successes and 
challenges, ideas and experiences.

REACH really helped me to get my 
thinking out of the day-to-day and 
to think longer-term about our film 
audiences. We used this opportunity  
to test out some ‘educated guesses’ 
and back them up with real data, and 
worked with various departments 
to deliver one strategy aimed at 
attracting members, and another 
around students. Through this 
project, we collected over 5,000 email 
addresses and have been able to start 
building new, successful relationships. 
So successful - that we’re about to 
repeat both projects again!

— Jen Chapman 
Head of Marketing and Communications, 
FACT Liverpool

100%
OF PARTICIPANTS SAID PARTICIPATING IN 
THE PROGRAMME HAS HAD A POSITIVE 
IMPACT ON THEIR WORK AND/OR CAREER.

Developing Your Film Festival
Film festivals are the wellspring of a 
healthy film industry that embraces 
originality and diversity. We set up 
Developing Your Film Festival as a 
means to bolster the work of incredible 
film festivals around the world. The 
course is aimed at managers or directors 
of small to mid-size film festivals to give 
them the inspiration and practical tools 
to run a sustainable festival and a rare 
opportunity to network and exchange 
ideas with colleagues from other film 
festivals. The course has been running 
since 2011 and has recruited over 130 
participants from all over Europe. 100% 
of our alumni have said they would 
recommend this course to others.

Collaborative workshops and lectures 
from some of the world’s top festivals 

form the core of the course. Topics 
include programming strategies for 
developing audiences; how best to work 
with corporate sponsors, press and 
volunteers; income building; developing 
a communications strategy; and in-depth 
case studies of innovative festivals.

Speakers for the course over the years have 
come from festivals all over the world such as 
Toronto, Tribeca, Berlin, Tallinn Black Nights, 
Vilnius, Göteborg and Sheffield Doc/
Fest. We have also welcomed industry 
experts to contribute to the course 
from institutions such as Festival Scope, 
IndieWire, Screen International, Cineuropa, 
The Audience Agency and the British Council.

Taking place in the mountains of Croatia 
during Motovun Film Festival, the unique 

setting allows participants to switch off 
from their usual hectic festival pace, enjoy 
headspace to reflect on their practice and 
connect with contemporaries.

Since attending Developing Your 
Film Festival we’ve trebled annual 
turnover of the festival, implemented 
a five year strategic plan, received 
international attention and 
acclaim for our projects and had 
79% capacity at last year’s festival.

— Holly Tarquini 
Bath Film Festival (UK)
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DEVELOPING YOUR FILM 
FESTIVAL PARTICIPANTS 
1. Anim’est Animation International Film Festival

2. AnimaFEST Zagreb

3. Animation Now! Festival

4. Doc Lounge Gothenburg

5. Ffresh Student Media Festival of Wales

6. Helsinki Short Film Festival

7. International Rome Film Festival

8. Jihlava International Documentary Film Festival

9. KALIBER35 Munich International Short Film 
Festival / Munich Film Society

10. Kendal Mountain Festival

11. Lisbon Gay and Lesbian Film Festival

12. Mons International Love Film Festival

13. Pluk de Nacht Amsterdam

14. REC Tarragona International Film Festival

15. TGLFF - Torino Gay and Lesbian Film Festival

16. Thessaloniki International Film Festival



VENUE TYPES

THEATRICAL 47%

NON-THEATRICAL 40%

OTHER 13%

THEATRICAL

CINEMA 16%

MIXED ARTS VENUE 15%

FILM FESTIVAL 13%

THEATRE 1%

MUSEUM 1%

GALLERY 1%

NON-THEATRICAL

COMMUNITY CINEMA 16%

FILM SOCIETY 24%

84%
97-100%
84%
97-100%
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Screening Days

Screening Days gives people from across the industry the chance to 
see the broadest range of upcoming films to offer their audiences. We 
work with all of the UK’s distributors to source superb films long before 
their release. Exhibitors of all kinds, including community screens and 
film clubs, get to meet and exchange best practice in some of the best 
independent cinemas across the UK.

Screening Days is our preview showcase 
for the key arthouse and independent 
film releases for staff from cinemas, film 
festivals, film societies and community 
cinemas. It’s like a three-day film festival 
that lets professionals come together 
to watch up to 25 films, discover work 
from around the world and find films 
that will broaden and strengthen their 
programmes - from hotly tipped award 
contenders, to as yet undiscovered 
masterpieces of cultural cinema.

Showing such a diverse range of 
content means exhibitors can make 
more informed choices and increase 
confidence in the films they programme. 
We help distributors reach exhibitors, 
which can be essential for smaller 
releases. Exhibitors value the chance 
to see films first hand and can then 
better champion them in their venues. 
Seeing the films in advance also enables 
a more thorough approach to audience 
development, giving time to consider 
the best strategies for selling a film to 
existing and new audiences.

The events are held in the UK’s flagship 
independent cinemas, supporting 
the sector and giving exhibitors the 
opportunity to visit their counterparts 
and exchange ideas. The Screening Days 
events are one of the only opportunities 
for cinema programmers to watch 
films before release. Screening Days 
democratise the film programming 
process. Without this event, exhibitors 
need to be based in London or make 
costly trips to international festivals. 

In 2014–15 we held eight Screening 
Days events, from Cardiff to Brighton, 
from Glasgow to London. Across these 
events we had 921 delegates (678 unique 
delegates), from 468 organisations 
(295 unique organisations). 

Screening Days allow us to 
showcase our broad slate of films, 
including Searchlight and Pathé 
titles, directly to those that matter: 
regional cinema owners, bookers 
and film societies who ordinarily 
aren’t able to attend such 
screenings in London. It proves a 
fantastic forum to bring our various 
industry colleagues together, 
allowing us to share our passion 
for films for the greater good, 
ultimately increasing audience 
numbers and growing their film 
appreciation spectrum.

— Pete Johnson  
UK Theatrical Sales Manager, 
Twentieth Century Fox

The ICO screenings are invaluable for 
programming - there’s no substitute 
for seeing a film for yourself on the big 
screen, to assess it for your audience

— Attendee

CENTRAL EAST  10%

LONDON 16%

NORTH  8%

NORTH WEST CENTRAL  6%

NORTHERN IRELAND  1%

SCOTLAND  12%

SOUTH EAST  16%

SOUTH WEST & WEST MIDLANDS  20%

WALES  11% 

VENUES
THE BREAKDOWN OF TYPES OF VENUES 
THAT ATTENDED ACROSS THE EVENTS WERE:

VENUE TYPES

DELEGATES
DELEGATES VISITED FROM:

RESPONDENTS

OF RESPONDENTS FOR THE 2014/5 SEASON OF EVENTS 
INCLUDED FILMS IN THEIR PROGRAMMES THAT THEY 
HAD SEEN AT AN ICO SCREENING DAYS EVENT

OF RESPONDENTS SAID THEY’D SEEN 
FILMS THAT THEY WOULD CONSIDER 
FOR THEIR NEXT PROGRAMME



105 Titles

36 Distributors

43 Countries
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Children’s Screening Days
May 2015, Showroom Cinema, Sheffield

There is more and more work for 
young audiences becoming available 
across a range of genres, but often 
programmers have not seen it or are 
unfamiliar with it and tend to rely on 
familiar mainstream titles which have 
substantial marketing support. With this 
in mind we ran a Children’s Screening 
Days event, presenting the best of world 
cinema suitable for children, families 
and young audiences.

This specialised Screening Days, 
combining screenings and workshops, 
provided practical support to exhibitors 
who wanted to develop audiences 
in these areas but lacked the access, 
confidence or specialist skills to do so. 

The event showcased upcoming key 
independent releases ranging from The Big 
Knights – part of the ICO’s retrospective of 
Astley Baker Davies, the creators of Peppa 
Pig and Ben and Holly’s Little Kingdom 
– to Tomm Moore’s Oscar-nominated 

animation Song of the Sea, to Black Britain, 
an outstanding archive programme soon 
to be launched on BFI Player.

There was a keynote presentation from 
Charlotte Giese from the Danish Film 
Institute, on the work that has taken 
place over several decades in Denmark, 
making key interventions in terms of 
building audiences for children’s cinema. 
We also held sessions from the film 
educational charity, Into Film, on their 
latest pilot project in Yorkshire, assessing 
what impact intensive activity has on 
engagement from young audiences; a 
beginner’s guide to programming for 
children and young people, run by Mike 
Tait, Festival Producer of Discovery Film 
Festival and Cinema Youth Development 
Officer at Dundee Contemporary Arts; 
and a presentation from Sally Hodgson 
of the Children’s Cinema Club, a new 
initiative from Soda Pictures supported 
by the BFI’s Programming Development 
Fund, which aims to find the best of 

independent children’s films from across 
the international community and bring 
those works to UK family audiences.

There was a range of films on 
offer that I was interested in 
seeing, so very useful to be able 
to do this all in one day and focus 
on programming ideas away 
from the office.

— Children’s Screening Days Attendee

80%
OF DELEGATES SAID THAT THEY WOULD 
START/SCREEN MORE CHILDREN’S 
FILMS FOLLOWING THE EVENT.

TOP FILMS
TOP RATED FILMS BY DELEGATES AT EACH NATIONAL EVENT WERE:

TWENTIETH CENTURY FOX
ABERTOIR HORROR FESTIVAL
ALTITUDE FILM DISTRIBUTION
ARROW FILMS
ARTS ALLIANCE
AXIOM
CURZON ARTIFICIAL EYE
DOGWOOF 

ENTERTAINMENT ONE UK LTD.
EUREKA ENTERTAINMENT 
FACET FILM DISTRIBUTION
GLASGOW SHORT FILM FESTIVAL
ICON FILM DISTRIBUTION
KALEIDOSCOPE ENTERTAINMENT
KOCH MEDIA
LIONSGATE UK

METRODOME DISTRIBUTION
MUNRO FILM SERVICES
NATIONAL MEDIA MUSEUM
NETWORK RELEASING
NEW WAVE FILMS
PATHE
PECCADILLO PICTURES
PICTUREHOUSE ENTERTAINMENT

SCOTTISH SCREEN ARCHIVE
SHEAR ENTERTAINMENT
SODA PICTURES
SONY PICTURES RELEASING
STUDIOCANAL
UNIVERSAL
VERTIGO FILMS
VERVE PICTURES

EVENTS
AT OUR 2014-15 SERIES OF EVENTS WE SCREENED 105 TITLES 
FROM 36 DISTRIBUTORS, FROM 43 DIFFERENT COUNTRIES.
— OUT OF 712 FILMS RELEASED IN THE UK IN 2014
DATA FROM BFI STATISTICAL YEARBOOK, MARCH 2015

ME & EARL & THE DYING GIRL

STILL LIFE

FAR FROM THE MADDING CROWD

WILD TALES

THE SALT OF THE EARTH

WHIPLASH

WE ARE MANY

STATIONS OF THE CROSS

THE CONNECTION

BIRDMAN

NATIONAL: APRIL 2015

NATIONAL: NOVEMBER 2014
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Archive Screening Days
December 2014, BFI Southbank, London

The UK has incredibly rich film archives 
that are often underused by film exhibitors. 
Archive film can be an immensely powerful 
tool in appealing to audiences and specific 
demographics and in providing locally 
specific, historically significant material 
that is educative, entertaining and results 
in profound community engagement. 
However, there is a perception that 
sourcing, curating and promoting archive 
film successfully is tricky to pull off.

We wanted to break down these 
perceived barriers by offering a one-day 
event connecting independent exhibitors 
with representatives from the UK’s 
geographical film archives, experienced 
programmers and curators and expert 
archivists; and giving practical resources 
and inspiration for screenings.

We screened nine films including 
features, such as Victor Sjöström’s silent 
classic The Phantom Carriage and BFI 

re-release The Battle of Coronel and 
Falkland Islands, and shorts programmes, 
including shorts from across the UK’s 
regional archives, a preview of films from 
the BFI National Archive’s major Britain on 
Film project and an artists’ moving image 
programme of 1980s films from LUX’s 
This Is Now project. The day started with a 
keynote from Guy Borlée, co-ordinator of 
the world’s most prestigious archive film 
festival Il Cinema Ritrovato in Bologna; 
and we ran two additional panels: one 
on archive film for beginners, giving an 
overview of how to source, curate, market 
and screen archive film, and one on how 
to work with musicians. Also on music, 
we heard from internationally renowned 
composer Carl Davis, while several shorts 
programmes were accompanied by live 
piano soundtracks. In the evening, we 
held a drinks reception so that delegates, 
speakers, archivists and musicians 
could network together and discuss 
the day’s events.

Very useful in terms of opening us 
up to the availability of archive, 
how to access it and knowledge 
of formats and processes. A day 
dedicated to archive allows us to 
set aside the time to research it.

— Archive Screening Days Attendee

95%
OF RESPONDENTS SAID THAT THEIR AIMS 
FOR ATTENDING THE EVENT WERE MET.

92%
OF RESPONDENTS SAID THEY 
WOULD PROGRAMME ARCHIVE FILM 
FOLLOWING THE EVENT.
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Artists’ Moving Image

We believe that artists’ films deserve to be in cinemas. To do this, we’re building 
a network of cinemas which regularly screen artists’ films, funding production 
of exciting, emerging artists and also training the sector to make sure this work 
gets exposure. We’re working with the biggest names in artists’ moving image 
to do this including LUX (Europe’s largest distributor of artists’ film) and Tate.

The ICO’s Artists’ Moving Image Network 
is a two-year project to grow artists’ film 
in cinemas across the UK. Across our 
history we have highlighted beautiful 
and boundary-pushing works that are 
sometimes neglected by traditional 
cinema programming. The first part 
of this project was to set up screening 
programmes with partner cinemas 
in areas where this might be the only 
opportunity to see this work. Many of 
the sites are rural, often remote from a 
gallery or mixed arts venue that might 
usually host this material. We have 
hosted a series of vibrant screenings, 
introducing classics of artists’ moving 
image (including Len Lye and Stan 
Brakhage) as well as contemporary 
practitioners including Margaret Salmon 
and Adam Curtis. Alongside this we have 
also created an outreach programme 
with local schools that gives them 
practical experience of the working 
methods of artist filmmakers.

Artists’ films themselves often suffer 
in a precarious production funding 
environment, so we addressed this by 
financing a series of artists’ films with 
some of the most exciting talent from 
around the world: Corin Sworn, Margaret 
Salmon, Gabriel Abrantes, Dora Garcia 

and Naeem Mohaiemen. Currently in 
production, these films will be launched 
at a gala event at Tate Britain in 2016 and 
then tour the UK, playing as shorts before 
mainstream films.

We also wanted to expose the wider 
exhibition sector to artist moving image, 
as well as improve programming skills for 
artists’ cinema. Our 2016 Artists’ Moving 
Image Screening Days will show cutting 
edge and classic work, as well as address 
how cinemas can integrate artists’ cinema 
into their programmes (and gain new 
audiences) through workshops, 
lectures and case studies.

Finally, we are providing more 
opportunities to see artists’ work directly: 
our first feature, Letters to Max, was 
released on 2nd October and played in 
cinemas across the country. The film is an 
epistolary investigation of statehood, set 
against the beautiful but conflicted region 
of Abkhazia. The film was favourably 
received in the press with the Evening 
Standard saying ‘You’ll be charmed’ and 
many outlets drawing a comparison to 
the work of Chris Marker. 

It has been a tremendous 
opportunity for our rural audiences 
in Oswestry and the Welsh borders 
to have the opportunity to engage 
with experimental and artists’ 
moving image and to see it on the 
big screen. It has been wonderful 
to have welcomed so many 
interesting guest speakers and 
filmmakers throughout this project 
who have always engaged in lively 
and informed after screening 
discussions with our audiences, 
giving them a deeper insight 
and understanding of the films.

— Ruth Carter 
kinokulture Oswestry,  
Artists’ Moving Image Network partner

Thank you for this wonderful film. 
There is a hunger for this kind of 
thing locally.

— Attendee

Case Study
The Maltings Theatre & Cinema, Berwick-upon-Tweed

The Maltings is a multi-artform venue, 
using its main auditorium as a combined 
cinema and theatre space. Working 
with the cinema, we created ‘Aspect’, a 
dedicated artists’ moving image strand, 
and created print publicity and a blog-
based website to encourage an online 
community to form around it.

Rather than promote the strand as 
‘artists’ moving image’, we described it 
as ‘alternative cinema’ in order to keep 
it as accessible as possible and to avoid 
over-defining it. The programming has 
followed thematic links, with initial 
screenings offering clear connections 
to the local area. We opened with 

Allan Sekula and Noël Burch’s essay film 
about the changing face of maritime trade 
and a globalised economy, The Forgotten 
Space. We went on to invite a retired 
local fisherman and harbourmaster to 
introduce and contextualise the UK 
première of Dutch artists Lonnie van 
Brummelen and Siebren de Haan’s 
Episode of the Sea.

In addition to screenings of feature-
length and short films, we developed a 
schools’ filmmaking workshop with artist 
Sophie Michael, linked to an evening 
programme, Smoke & Mirrors, about the 
history of abstract film, which included 
a rare screening of seminal expanded 

cinema work Line Describing a Cone. 
The combined workshop-and-screening 
model proved so successful that other 
partner venues asked to repeat it, and it 
subsequently took place in Dartington’s 
Barn Cinema and Oswestry’s kinokulture.

This year we are working together 
with the Berwick Film & Media Arts 
Festival, based at The Maltings, on the 
programme for 2015/16: this will allow 
the Festival to realise an otherwise 
difficult aim of year-round programming 
while ensuring that the project leaves a 
legacy which can easily be maintained 
or reactivated after its end.

School children take part in a filmmaking workshop with director Sophie Michael

Daphne (Purple Red) film still

ICO-designed brochure for the Flux series
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Consultancy

Independent cinemas are at the forefront of providing for their communities, 
but with limited time and resources, access to outside advice on strategy 
and best practice can be difficult to find. Given the ICO’s central role in film 
exhibition and our extensive knowledge base, we are often called upon by 
cinemas to help them develop new ways of working, improve facilities and 
create new strategies for growing their business. Over the years, the ICO has 
been instrumental in aiding in developing new cinemas, as well as building on 
successes and reversing decline in a wide variety of existing UK venues.

The ICO offers a fee-based consultancy 
service to enable independent cinema 
operators to attain best practice at all 
stages of the cinema operation process, 
from feasibility study, through business 
planning and into cinema management, 
programming, audience development, 
fundraising, technical presentation and 
sustainability. The consultancy service 
is impartial and advice is delivered by 
successful and experienced practitioners 
in the independent cinema sector.

It’s a reflection of the isolated nature of 
running an independent cinema or a 
new film festival that the ICO responds 
to over 300 consultancy enquiries per 
year. There are no other agencies that 
can offer independent exhibitors the 

same breadth of informed advice and 
information as the ICO. In 2014-15, we 
received a record number of requests 
for consultancies. About 50 were taken 
beyond the initial phone call or email 
message (which often offers people 
enough advice to steer them in the right 
direction). We tailor our consultancies 
to the needs  of the client, as you’ll see 
from the following case studies.

300
THE ICO RESPONDS TO OVER 300 
CONSULTANCY ENQUIRIES PER YEAR. 

Case Study
Saffron Screen, Saffron Walden

Our consultancy work can help cinemas 
set up, but is also ready for when they 
grow. Saffron Screen is just one cinema 
we have helped along the way, as it’s 
grown from strength to strength. Saffron 
Screen is a not for profit part-time 
cinema successfully run by and for the 
community of Saffron Walden in Essex. 
The cinema, located in the buildings of 
the local County High School, opened 
its doors in 2006 following completion 
of a feasibility study by ICO’s David Sin 
commissioned by the school. Now as it 
approaches its tenth birthday in May 
2016, the organisers are already planning 
a summer of exciting events to celebrate 
its first decade, which has seen annual 
audience numbers rise to nearly 40,000.

The cinema, which has recently been 
shortlisted for Cinema of the Year at the 
prestigious Screen Awards, is considering 
how to offer more films and events to 
more people as its popularity grows 

and the size of the town increases. 
Saffron Screen operates an impressive 
artistic programme that shares films 
from around the world (including the 
KINOTEKA Polish Film Festival), as well 
as regular filmmaker Q&As featuring 
famous names such as Cinderella star 
Holliday Grainger. The cinema has 
become a hub in the community. 

The ICO undertook a further study 
looking at the feasibility of setting up 
a full time cinema with two or three 
screens in Saffron Walden. As a result 
of this detailed work the Trustees are 
now looking at the option to relocate this 
much  loved cinema to a new location in 
the heart of the town.

David’s in-depth report and 
clear understanding of the UK 
cinema business gave the Board 
certainty to proceed with plans 
to seek an expansion of our 
cinema. The Board was given 
confidence, knowing its plans 
were underpinned by the clarity 
of thought and sound facts in 
David’s feasibility study and 
business plan.

— Rebecca del Tufo 
Programming Manager, Saffron Screen
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Case Study
Wotton Electric Picture House, Wotton-under-Edge

The Wotton Electric Picture House 
is a textbook example of where ICO 
consultation has allowed a potentially 
successful venture to address challenges, 
focus their business and ensure a 
sustainable future. The cinema was a 
cooperative formed in 2002 with the goal 
of reopening the recently closed cinema 
in Wotton-under-Edge, Gloucestershire. 
A period of community fundraising 
allowed the cinema to be reopened in 
2005 and eventually equipped with 2K 
Digital Cinema projection. Having been 
run and managed by volunteers, by the 
end of 2013 a downturn in income and 
the retirement of the Chair meant the 
cinema was facing closure once again. 
A new management team took over the 
running of the cinema in March 2014 with 
the intention that the business would be 
sold to them after a year should the first 
12 months of trading be successful. 

In January 2015, the managers of the 
cinema booked an ICO Business Skills 
session to take an independent view on 
their 2014-15 business plan, looking at 
both the general direction and potential 
of the cinema as a business (given that 
it is limited by having only one screen 
with 100 seats) and in more detail at 
specific changes instituted since they 
took over the management of the 
cinema. Following ICO recommendations, 
they have increased the number of 
screenings, streamlined their marketing, 
brought in new lines at the kiosk and bar 
and introduced paid staff alongside the 
volunteer team. The new approach saw 
an increase in sales, and in April 2015, 
management of the cinema passed to 
their new company, The Electric Picture 
House Cinema Ltd, securing its future 
in community hands.

Case Study
The Empire Cinema, Holyhead

The recent history of the Empire Cinema 
at Holyhead, Anglesey is a classic 
demonstration of how important cinema 
can be to a local community, and of 
how relatively small amounts of public 
funding, allied to sound advice, can be 
used to transform a cinema from closure 
into a thriving centre of entertainment. In 
2012, as the UK film industry completed 
its transition from analogue to digital 
operation, every cinema was faced 
with having to invest in Digital Cinema 
equipment. The owners of the Empire 
Cinema in Holyhead decided that they 
were unable to make this investment, 
so the cinema was headed for closure 
once distributors ceased to release films 
in 35mm print format. Faced with the 
possibility of losing the town’s only full 
time cinema, the Town Council stepped 
in and raised sufficient funds to refurbish, 
re-equip and revitalise the cinema.

The ICO provided advice throughout, 
working with the Town Clerk to procure 
cost estimates for appropriate Digital 
Cinema equipment and modern cinema 
seating, and provide plans for operating 
the cinema as a business managed by 
the Town Council.

In late November 2013, the Empire 
Cinema reopened with up-to-date 
projection, new seating and decor, 
unrecognisable from the tired and run 
down cinema that had closed just a few 
months before. The cinema employs 11 
local people, attracts 43,000 admissions 
per year (that would otherwise have 
been lost from the town) and is identified 
by the Town Council as both an asset 
for local people and a key factor in 
rejuvenating Holyhead’s town centre. 
The cinema is currently looking to 
expand further, building on its success. 

43,000 
SAVED FROM CLOSURE, THE EMPIRE 
CINEMA NOW ATTRACTS 43,000 
ADMISSIONS A YEAR THANKS TO 
ICO CONSULTANCY.

Advice

Impartial, expert advice suitable for people from all levels of the film industry 
is at the heart of the ICO’s activity, whether you’ve never shown a film before, 
or you’re a seasoned professional seeking an obscure giallo’s theatrical rights. 
We are known throughout the industry as an invaluable source of information 
and support. We answer enquiries over the telephone and those sent via email; 
we also publish numerous, annually updated resources on our website . If you 
don’t know where to start, the ICO almost always has the answer.

With revolutions in digital technology and 
portable presentation facilities over the 
last few years, there has been an explosion 
of community exhibitors, but starting to 
show films publicly can be a daunting 
experience, and the world of film can 
seem closed and confusing. We provide 
an antidote to that with our clear and 
easy to understand film licensing guides 
(the subject we receive most queries 
about) and our ‘How to start a cinema’ 
resource. We also list contact details for 
theatrical and non-theatrical distributors, 
alongside in-depth guides on audience 
development, film education, thematic 
programming, marketing, accessibility, 
careers in film exhibition and, for the 
filmmakers who regularly visit our site, 
on getting films into distribution.

In addition, we regularly publish 
blog posts with content designed to 
support exhibitors, such as reports 
from international film festivals 
and conferences, on topics such as 
programming for children, starting a film 
festival, putting on outdoor screenings 

and diversifying your audiences, as well 
as regular news round-ups collating 
industry updates and new exhibitor 
funding and training opportunities.

We serve a wide variety of people who 
make up a picture of the broader film 
industry beyond traditional cinemas. 
The majority of enquiries we receive 
pertain to non-theatrical film licensing, 
and are usually from members of the 
public planning to put on film screenings 
and hoping potentially to start their 
own film societies, pop-up venues 
or community cinemas. We receive 
enquiries from an incredibly wide variety 
of individuals and organisations including 
bars, cafes and restaurants; museums 
and galleries; schools and universities; 
churches and community centres; care 
homes and hospitals; charities and 
private companies. In order to activate 
community cinema screenings, we have 
provided entry-level training across the 
UK, including in Birmingham, York and 
Northumberland, in partnership with 
BFI’s Neighbourhood Cinema.

Thank you so so much for taking 
the time to write to me, this is all 
totally invaluable.

— Advice Service User

Thank you so much! I so appreciate 
your help. This has been more 
difficult to navigate than I imagined.

— Advice Service User

259,536
IN 2014-15 OUR ADVICE & INFO 
WEBPAGES RECEIVED 259,536 
UNIQUE PAGE VIEWS.
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Distribution

The ICO began distributing films because we felt there were amazing 
films from around the world – from international festivals, trapped in 
archives or otherwise underseen – that UK audiences needed to be 
exposed to. Distribution is an effective means for us to bring ambitious 
programmes to cinemas that are actively seeking unique material to 
share with their communities. We search for films around the world 
that we believe without our support would not be seen by UK audiences. 
These films make an economic impact for filmmakers and venues, 
as well as diversifying the UK film landscape.

Beginning with Born into Brothels 
(an Oscar-winning documentary that 
would otherwise have been confined to 
a London-only run), the ICO has prided 
itself on contradicting received wisdom 
about the commercial potential of films, 
by partnering closely with cinemas 
and innovating with release strategies. 
Among the ICO’s distributed films and 
programmes are Cannes Best Director 
winning Post Tenebras Lux, a reissue 
of Mikhail Kalatozov’s Soviet Realist 
classic I Am Cuba, a retrospective of 
Korean master Hong Sang-soo, lyrical 
fly fishing documentary Kiss the Water, 
artist Maja Borg’s ‘Adam Curtis meets 
Star Trek’ portrait of futurist Jacques 
Fresco, Future My Love and Gary Tarn’s 

visually stunning meditation on blindness 
Black Sun. This year, among others we 
have released restored classics like Far 
from the Madding Crowd (the latest in 
our ongoing successful partnership with 
StudioCanal, which has now played at 
over 70 venues generating over £60,000 
at the box office), new critically lauded 
Portuguese feature The Invisible Life, 
artists’ moving image film Letters to 
Max and children’s animation The Big 
Knights. Underpinning all our choices 
is a desire to champion cinema that 
challenges and inspires in both form 
and content, brings new audiences to 
the cinemas we work with and to ensure 
that key titles within the canon of world 
cinema remain accessible to the public.

I had never seen such commitment 
in a distributor... and all of it comes 
with the best possible taste.

— Carlos Reygadas 
Director, Post Tenebras Lux

430,000
FROM 2003 TO MARCH 2015 THE ICO HAS 
DISTRIBUTED 275 FILMS, TO AUDIENCES 
OF OVER 430,000 PEOPLE, GROSSING 
OVER £1.27 MILLION AT THE BOX OFFICE. 
OUR RELEASES HAVE PLAYED IN OVER 
670 VENUES THROUGHOUT THE UK 
SINCE THE ICO BEGAN.
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Astley Baker Davies Retrospective
This year saw us research and deliver 
the first UK retrospective of Mark Baker, 
Neville Astley and Phil Davies, the team 
behind one of the most commercially 
successful British animated characters 
ever, Peppa Pig. We believed that Astley 
and Baker should be ranked as one of the 
most innovative and talented filmmaking 
teams working in contemporary UK 
animation, but their commercial success 
meant they have fallen under the radar 
in critical terms, and so we sought to 
re-appraise and celebrate their career 
both culturally and in terms of bringing 
their work to new audiences. We made 
a successful application to the BFI’s 
Programme Development Fund and 
began to work with them on creating a 
retrospective programme of their early 
work that would be available on DCP with 
re-mastered sound and images, available 
to screen for the first time in cinemas. 
Alongside this programme, we selected 
a number of The Big Knights episodes, 
originally made for the BBC in 1999 
but transmitted only once and so little 

known, as a special touring programme 
for family audiences. Forming viewing 
habits both with young children and their 
parents, giving them a new experience in 
a new venue which they may otherwise 
never have participated in, is a valuable 
audience development legacy from this 
project. We built two dedicated websites, 
commissioned a range of educational 
resources for both a workshop and 
drop-in setting, and funded speakers and 
animators at venues across the country. 
The programme launched in London in 
September 2015 with a special screening 
for many of the animators and voice 
talent who had worked with Astley Baker 
Davies over their careers. We received 
some strong national review coverage, 
all of which highlighted the rarity and 
value of an animation programme getting 
a national release. October 2015 saw the 
release of The Big Knights theatrically, 
currently due to screen at over a 
hundred venues around the country, 
making it the ICO’s biggest ever release. 

A glorious compilation… proves 
there’s more to British animation 
than Aardman.

— The Telegraph

Two Films by Josephine Decker
Butter on the Latch and Thou Wast Mild and Lovely

Faced with an overstuffed theatrical 
market – this year there was a week 
when as many as 23 film releases were 
vying for programming space on a 
single Friday – it can be difficult for 
uncompromising and original work to 
make an impact with audiences when 
they lack vast advertising budgets and 
star talent. This year we took a gamble on 
two US indies from an unknown director, 
Josephine Decker. Traditional methods 
would have been distribution suicide; 
historically, American indies don’t sell 
unless they are star driven. Decker’s films, 
described by IndieWire as ‘the unholy 
marriage of Ingmar Bergman and David 
Lynch’, contain no outright stars and 
they merrily skip between the disparate 
genres of mumblecore, horror, erotic 
thriller and art film. We embarked on an 
audience development experiment that 
would make opportunities out of these 
challenges. In a limited tour of eight 
major arthouse cinemas, we aimed to 
make each screening an event that 
engaged local partners outside of the 
traditional cinema audience.

Having films that were hard to 
characterise meant they were open to 
many interpretations and, potentially, 
many audiences. Keen to disprove 
the assumption that these were white 
films for a very niche white audience, 

and that there was only one way to 
understand them, we engaged a group 
of young curators, artists, writers and 
thinkers (with a focus on recruiting 
women of colour) to respond to the films 
and contribute to an online space in 
advance of the release. This collaborative 
approach created a level of investment in 
the project from our partners and helped 
us understand why these groups can be 
underrepresented in the arthouse. By 
building a network as we went, we created 
some great word of mouth without a hefty 
marketing spend. By keeping the tour 
relatively small (six regional venues and 
Q&As, and two London-based events) 
we created a festival-like atmosphere 
that freed the films from the measures 
of success or failure that would normally 
haunt a traditional release.

By investing heavily in creating local 
networks for all the screenings, the ICO 
attempted to mitigate the risk undertaken 
by the six regional venues who took 
the films and we worked hard to create 
a sense of occasion on a very limited 
budget (making use of one key asset: the 
charismatic Josephine Decker herself). 
The project resulted in a tour that 
emphasised discussion and interaction 
with incredible audience engagement 
and increased awareness of Josephine 
Decker’s work.

Sensual, impressionistic, 
elliptical stories, teetering 
on the edge of strangeness.

— The Guardian

We were delighted to host one 
of the screenings as part of the 
Josephine Decker tour. We found 
the ambitious and curatorial 
approach of the curators at the 
ICO very exciting. The choice of 
panellists reflected a progressive 
attitude, one that redefined the 
sense of “who gets to speak”, which 
had a demonstrable effect on the 
audience. We were particularly 
pleased to observe how young female 
audiences seemed empowered to be 
vocal contributors to this discourse.

— David Edgar 
Education Curator 
Public Programmes, BFI Southbank
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About Us

The Independent Cinema Office is a company limited by guarantee and a 
registered charity. It was founded in 2003 with ten months funding and three 
members of staff. Today there are fifteen members of staff. We cater to venues 
that serve local communities and promote independent and world cinema, 
and may have no formal relationships with funding bodies or public agencies. 

We provide training and professional 
development for people working in 
the cultural cinema exhibition sector, 
including providing a recognised entry 
route for programming. We provide a 
crucial information source for areas as 
diverse as print availability, distributors, 
rights holders for films, and funding 
sources for projects and capital schemes. 
We also make cultural cinema available to 
the widest range of exhibitors nationally 
through touring material, distributing 
single titles, artists’ moving work or 
archival material. We want cinema to 
be as inclusive as possible, so we make 
active interventions into diversity, 
including advocating for a breadth of 
representations on screen, addressing 
failures in representation in the film 
workforce and educating exhibitors 
about  how to build a diverse audience.

Our funders and partners

The ICO is proud to partner with a 
variety of national and international 
agencies and funders to deliver 
our ambitious programmes. The 
BFI has supported the ICO since its 
inception and is now a major funder of 
programming, information and training 
services to the independent exhibition 
sector through a range of activities. We 
are a national strategic partner in the 

Film Audience Network (FAN). FAN is 
the BFI’s network of nine agencies tasked 
with supporting audience development 
across the UK.

Our other major partners are Creative 
Skillset (who support our training and 
professional development projects), 
Creative Europe and the British Council 
(who support our portfolio of activities 
supporting European film festivals) and 
Arts Council England (who support a 
range of activities developing audiences 
for artists’ moving image). Approximately 
30% of our income is self-generated.

IMAGE CREDITS

P0:  Kiss the Water; Black Sun; Broadway, 
Nottingham, Credit: Ashley Bird; Letters 
to Max; Broadway, Nottingham, Credit: 
Ashley Bird; Post Tenebras Lux.

P4:  The Maltings, Berwick-upon-Tweed.

P5:  Leviathan, courtesy Curzon Artificial 
Eye; Finding Vivian Maier, courtesy Soda 
Pictures; 20,000 Days on Earth, courtesy 
Picturehouse Entertainment.

P6:  Borderlines Film Festival (clockwise from left): 
The Courtyard, Hereford; festival venue Garway 
Village Hall; Roadside advertising for the 2015 
festival. Salt of the Earth, courtesy Curzon 
Artificial Eye; Dancing in Jaffa, in loving memory 
of Bertrand Lipworth, courtesy Sirenic Films; 
Selma, ©2014 Pathé Productions Limited. 
All rights reserved; Dark Horse, courtesy 
Picturehouse Entertainment; The Tracker, 
courtesy Fandango.

P7:  Northern Soul, courtesy Munro Film Services.

P8:  FEDs trainees Coujoe Alleyne and Nellie Alston. 

P9:  (clockwise from top left) FEDS trainees Aduke 
King and Hannah Canham talk to Lionsgate’s 
Paul Sophocli; FEDS trainee Aneet Nijjar; 
Gaylene Gould delivers a coaching session 
for the FEDS trainees.

P10:  Group workshopping during the Cultural 
Cinema Exhibition course.

P11:  Ewan Dunford, Tech Skills Ambassador, 
delivers a consultation at The Poly 
in Falmouth.

P12:  REACH trainees, led by consultant 
Heather Maitland. 

P13:  Motovun Film Festival, site of Developing 
Your Film Festival.

P14:  Attendees of Developing Your Film Festival.

P15: Motovun Film Festival.

P16:  A Girl Walks Home Alone at Night, 
courtesy StudioCanal.

P18:  Still Life, courtesy Curzon Artificial Eye; 
Wild Tales, courtesy Curzon Artifical Eye; 
Whiplash, courtesy Sony Pictures; Stations 

of the Cross, courtesy Arrow Films; Birdman, 
© 2015 Twentieth Century Fox Film 
Corporation. All rights reserved; Me and Earl 
and the Dying Girl, © 2015 Twentieth Century 
Fox Film Corporation. All rights reserved; Far 
from the Madding Crowd, © 2015 Twentieth 
Century Fox Film Corporation. All rights 
reserved; The Salt of the Earth, courtesy 
Curzon Artificial Eye; We Are Many, courtesy 
Shear Entertainment; The Connection, 
courtesy Altitude Film Distribution.

P19:  Song of the Sea, courtesy StudioCanal.

P20:  The Battle of Coronel and the Falklands 
Islands, courtesy BFI Distribution.

P21:  The Peaches, courtesy BFI National Archive.

P22:  99 Clerkenwell Road by Sophie Michael.

P23:  (Clockwise from top left): School children 
take part in a filmmaking workshop with 
director Sophie Michael; ICO-designed 
brochure for the Flux series; Daphne 
(Purple Red) by Sophie Michael.

P24:  Consultancy: Phoenix, Leicester.

P25:  Saffron Screen (clockwise from left): London 
Road Q&A-star Michael Schaeffer; KINOTEKA 
Polish Film Festival; Cinderella star Holliday 
Grainger. Credit: Joe Higham Reportage.

P26:  Wotton Electric Picture House: The 
auditorium and Shaun the Sheep event.

P27: ICO’s David Sin.

P28: Future My Love.

P29:  (Clockwise from top left) The Invisible Life; 
L’Eclisse, courtesy StudioCanal; Far from the 
Madding Crowd, courtesy StudioCanal; Post 
Tenebras Lux; Letters to Max; Kiss the Water; 
Thou Wast Mild and Lovely.

P30:  Thou Wast Mild and Lovely; 
Butter on the Latch.

P31:  (Clockwise from top left) The Hill Farm; 
The Big Knights; Jolly Roger; The Village.

P32:  The ICO team.




